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Abstract: High voltage electron microscopy 
combined with a-i ion accelerator, analytical 
electron microscopy and high resolution electron 
microscopy have been used for in-situ 
observation of radiaticn-induced phenomena in 
alloys and ceramics. Systematic experiments and 
their analyses have led to an understanding of 
the fundamental aspects of radiation effects in 
metallic, ionic and covalent crystals. The 
present paper reviews the progress of our 
studies on induced phenomena in alloys and 
ceramics under irradiation with electrons and/or 
ions. Particular emphasis is placed on the 
mechanisms of radiation-induced phenomena, such 
as defect aggregation, chemical disordering, 
precipitation, spinodal decomposition and 
amorphization. This paper also shows a trend of 
our studies on the synergistic effect of dual-
beam irradiation with ions and electrons which 
is extremely important for designing nuclear 
materials. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Electron microscopy provides structural 
information and chemical analysis of materials 
through elastic and inelastic interactions 
between electrons and materials. The saae 
scattering processes produce radiation effects 
in materials,[1]. Inorganic materials such as 
metals and ceramics undergo radiation effects 
via the processes of direct atomic displacement 
and/or electronic excitation [2,3]. Electron 
microscopy, therefore, provides many 

experimental advantages for investigating 
radiation effects [4]. The advantages 
include high electron flux, 
electron energy, easy 
crystallographic orientation, 
of irradiation temperature and so on. 
the most important advantage of 

easy control of 
alignment of 
easy control 

However, 
electron 

microscopy is that it permits direct observation 
of phenomena during electron irradiation. 

Stimulated mainly by those advantages, a 
high voltage electron microscope (HVEM) combined 
with an ion accelerator, JEM-1250, an analytical 
electron microscope, JEM-2000FX and a high 
resolution electron microscope, JEM-4000EX have 
been used to investigate not only radiation 
damage itself, but also the kinetic process of 
point defects. Systematic experiments and their 
analyses have led to an understanding of the 
fundamental aspects of radiation effects in 
metallic, ionic and covalent crystals, and have 
given great insight into technological 
information on developing reactor materials. 
The purpose of the present review is to survey 
the progress of our studies on induced phenomena 
in alloys and ceramics under irradiation with 
electrons and/or ions. Particular emphasis is 
placed on radiation-induced phenomena, such as 
defect aggregation, chemical disordering, 
precipitation, spinodal decomposition and 
amorphization. 

2. NUCLEATION AND GROWTH PROCESS OF DEFECT 
CLUSTERS DURING ELECTRON IRRADIATION 

Electron irradiation induces rather 
isolated Frenkel pairs of interstitials and 
vacancies as well as electronic excitation. 
Most of these point defects, as so far observed, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Electron microscopy prov ides structural 
information and chemical analysis of materiaIs 
through I'lastic and inelastic interactions 

b!'tween electrons and materials. The salle 
scattering processes produce radiation effects 
in lIaterials.ll]. Inorganic materials sl!ch as 
固etals and ceramics und"rgo radiation effects 
via the processes of direct atomic displacement 
and/or ell'ct.ronic pxcitation [2，3). Electron 
lI i~roscopy. therl'fore. provides many 
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experial'ntal advantages for investigating 
radialion .，rfects (4). The advantages 
i町・lude high electron flux， easy controI of 

eleetron energy， easy align・ent of 
crystallographie orientation， easy control 
of irradiation te・peratureand so on. However， 
the ・ost ・portant advantage of electron ・icroscopyis that it peraits direct observation 
of pllenoaena during electron irradiation. 

Sti・ulated・ainly by those advantages， a 
high voltage eleclron・icroscope(HVEM) co・bined
wit.h an ion accelerator， JEM-1250， an analytical 
electron aicroscope， JEM-2000FX and a high 

resolution electron・icroscope，JEM-4000EX have 
been used to investigate not only radiation 
daaage itself， but also the kinelic process of 
point defects. Systeaatic experiaents and their 
analyses have led to an understanding of the 
funda・ental aspects of radiation effects in ・etallic，ionic and covalent crystals， and have 
given great insight into lechnological 

infor・ation on developing reactor aaterials. 
The purpose of the present revi ，'W is to survey 
the progress of our studies on induced pbeno・ena
in alloys and ceraaics under irradiation wi th 
electrons and/or ions. Particular eaphasis is 
placed on radiation-induced pheno・ena，such as 
defect aggregation， cheaical disordering， 
p!'ecipi tation， spinodal deco・posi li on and 
aaorphization. 

2. NUCLEATION AND G蹴測T8PROCESZ OF DEFECT 
CLUSTERS DURING ELECT脳lN IRRADIATION 

Electron irradiation induces rather 
isolated Frenkel pairs of interstitiaIs and 
vacancies as well as electronic excitation. 
Most of these point defects， as so far observed， 



have a short life-time and annihilate via the 
interstitial-vacancy recombination process. 
Some of the point defects, on the other hand, 
aggregate to form interstitial or vacancy 
clusters. Electron irradiation gives an insight 
into the characteristics of radiation damage 
induced by low energy PKA under the electronic 
excitation field in reactors. Electron 
microscopy, in particular high voltage electron 
microscopy, provides the direct observation of 
the nucleation and growth process of defect 
clusters during electron irradiation. 
Systematic- exper iments, through in-situ 
observation of microstructural evolution, and 
their analyses have led to understanding of 
characteristics of the nucleation and growth 
process of defect clusters in Metallic and non-
metallic crystals, in this section, a review is 
given of the progress of our studies [5-11] on 
understanding the nucleation and growth process 
of defect clusters during electron irradiation. 

Thin sections of various metallic and non-
metallic crystals were thinned to electron 
transparency. Electron irradiation and 
microscopy were simultaneously performed with 
use of side entry holders in the HVEM. The 
specimen temperature was measured with a fine 
thermocouple attached to the specimen holders. 
Electron beam heating of the irradiated area of 
MgO was confirmed to be within 20 K by the 
critical voltage method [5]. The nucleation and 
growth process of dislocation loops were mainly 
observed as functions of irradiation time, 
electron flux and electron energy at 
temperatures from 140 to 1500 K. Various alloys 
and ceramics so far observed, such as Nb-
3.1at%Zr, Fe-7.5at%Mo, Fe-14.0at%Mo, Cu-
1.3atXTi, Cu-4.9at%Ti, Cu-47.0atXNi, Fe-
48.6at%Al, graphite, SiC, TiCi -,, MgO, A1 20 3 and 
MgAUOd have been classified into four groups in 
terras of characteristics of the nucleation and 
growth process of defect clusters under electron 
irradiation in the HVEM; those are (1) MgO type, 
(2) TiC type, (3) spinel type and (4) graphite 
type. Characteristic results of each type will 
be described in the order. 
(1) MgO type 

Micrographs of pure and doped MgO taken 
during irradiation at various temperatures with 
various 160fJ (1000 keV) electron fluxes show 
the rapid nucleation and the subsequent growth 
of 1/2 <101>{101} interstitial dislocation 
loops. The area density of dislocation loops in 
wedge-shaped specimens was measured and 
converted to the volume density. The volume 
density is shown as a function of irradiation 
time in Fig. 1, which is an example for pure 
MgO, and it keeps constant for increasing 
irradiation time after the rapid nucleation. As 
the irradiation temperature is increased, the 

density uf loops decreases and they grow more 
rapidly into well defined loops. The similar 
kinetic behavior was observed in Ke-, Si-, Ct— 
and Co-doped MgO. Some loops grow in at; 
anisotropic, elongated mode along <010> 
directions in MgO in contrast to doped MgO 16). 
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Fig. 1. Time dependence of the volume 
density of dislocation loops during 
irradiation of the pure Tateho MgO with 
a 160 fj (1000 keV) electron flux of 
2.0 x 102* e/m2s. Irradiation teaperatures 
are shown in the figure. (After Kinoshita 
and Nakai j7]) 

The empirical relations on the density C. 
and the diameter D of individual loops for 
irradiation at temperatures respectively below 
and above about 900 K can be described by the 
following theoretical equations based on an 
assumption that a pair of Mg- and O-
interstitials forms a stable nucleus of the 
loop [5,6]: 

a «= t?lwt)' *«' D «= V 3 M (1) 
and 

a °= t? , D « t(or<j>)i • 
D = ta<t> (thin foil), 

»'-* (thick foil) or 
(2) 

where t is the irradiation time, 0 the electron 
flux and a the displacement cross section. M 
and H, are the mobilities of interstitials and 
vacancies, corresponding to the slower species, 
and expressed in terms of the irradiation 
temperature T and the migration energies of 
interstitials and vacancies, respectively. 

The theory predicts that eq. (1) is for 
irradiation at temperatures where only 
interstitials are mobile, and that eq. (2) is 
for temperatures where vacancies as well as 
interstitials are mobile [5,6]. According to 
this model the temperature dependence of the 
volume density below 900 K and that of the 
growth rate of loops above 900 K respectively 
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d..nsi ty むf loo"s d..cr..as..s and they grow・orf'

rapidly into wpll d..rin..d loops. Thp si・ila，'
kinel ic' beha¥"ior was obser¥"ed in Fp-， !IOi-， (・E・-

and Co・doped MgO. So・e loops g，'ow i n a" 
anisotropir. e10ngat~ ・odp a10ng <010> 
di rpctions in阿gO in contrasl to doppd HgO 161. 
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Fig. 1. Ti.p d..p..nd..nc.. of th.. volu鳳e

density of dislocation loops during 

irradiation of th.. pur.. Tat..ho MgO with 

a 160 fJ 【1000k..V) eleclron rlux of 

2.0 X 1023 .. /.2S. Irradiation t..~pρratur..s 

ar.. shown in th.. figllre. (After Kinoshi la 

and Nakai [7 J) 

Th.. ...pirical relations on th.. d..nsi ty C; 

and th.. dia・..t..r D of individual loops fo，' 
i rradiation at t..・p..ratur..s respectively b..low 

and abov.. about 900 K can b.. d..scribed by th .. 

following thecretical ..quations based on an 
assuaption that a pair of Mg- and 0-
int..rstitials for.s a stabl.. nucl..lIs of th .. 
loop [5.6): 

a. '" t" (σ申)， 2 H，・1εt D ao t1 3M 1 6 

and 

a. '" t". D '" 
t(σ申)， .ε M，'

.含 (thickfoi 1) 01' 

D'" tσφ(thin foil). (2) 

wh..r.. t is th.. irradiation ti....φth.. ..Iectron 
flux and σthe displacement cross section. H， 
and M， ar.. the aobil ities of int..rslitials and 
vacanci..s. corresponding to the slower species. 
and expressed in ter.s of the irradiation 
teaperature T and the migration energies of 
interstitials and vacancies. r..sp..ctively. 

The th..ory predicts that ..q. (1) is for 
irradiation at te.?eratures where only 
intersti tials are .obil..， and that eq. (2) is 
for te.peratures where vacancies as well as 
interstitials are ・obile [5，6). According to 
this ・odel the t..・p..ratur.. dependence of the 
volu・e density below 900 K and that of th .. 
growth rate of loops above 900 K respectively 
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havp a short 1 i fe-l i・..and annihilatp via th .. 
intprstit.ial-vat"ancy reco・bination process. 
Somp of 1 h.. po i nt d..fecls， on lh.. olh..r hand. 
a日gr'pgalp 10 f01"1I inlel"stil.ia1 01" varancy 
c-Juslprs. E1"c'!ron irradiation gives an insight 
illlo th.. c'haracl..ristics of radialion da・agpi nduepd by low ..nprgy P民A und..r lh.. ..l..clronic 
pxcit.ation fi..ld in r..actors. El..ctron 
mieros('opy. in particular high vo1tage ..1..ctron 
mi"roseopy， providps the direcl. obs..rvation of 
t hp nucl pal ion and growth proc..ss of d..f..ct 
C'!ust.prs during el..('tron irradiation. 
日yst(~mat i (" pxppr i皿ents， lhrough in-situ 
ohsPl可ation of .i(・rostruC'turaJ ..voJut.ion. and 
1 h，'i r analyses havp I..d to undprstanding of 
f・har-ac-!.pristiC's of thp nucleal.ion and growth 
procpss of d..fpct clust..rs in ・ptallicand non-
..etal1 ie crystals. In this s..ction. a review is 
g i vpn 0 f the progr..ss of our stud ies [5-11) on 
undprstanding the nucleation and growth proc..ss 
of d..fect e1ustprs during ..l..ctron irradiation. 

Thin sertions of various .etallic and non-
mptall ie erystals weru thinned to electron 
transparency・ E1eetron irradietion and 
mi eros('・opy werp simultaneously perfor・ed with 
uSP of side entry hold..rs in thp HVEM. Th .. 
sppeimpn t..mperatur.. was ・easured wi th a fin .. 
thermocoupl.. attach..d to the speci・en holders. 
EI.."lron beam heating of the irradiated area of 
MgO was ("on f i rmpd to be w ith i n 20 K by the 
critical voltage method [5). The nucleation and 
growth process of dislocation loops w..re lIainly 
observ..d as funclions of irradiation ti.e. 
electron flux and electron en..rgy at 
lemper'atures from 140 to 1500 K. Various alloys 
and cerami('s so far observed. such as Nb-
3.1at%Zr， Fe-7.5at%Mo. Fe-14.0at%Mo. Cu-
1.3at%Ti. Cu-4.9at%Ti. Cu-47.0at%Ni， Fe-
48.6at%Al， graphite. SiC， TiCI-" MgO. AhO， anrl 
MgAl，O， have be..n classified into four groups in 
lprms of characleristi('s of th.. nucleation and 
growth process of aefect clusters under electron 
irradiation in the HVEM; those are (1) MgO typ... 
(2) TiC type. (3) spinel type and (4) graphite 
lype. Characteristic results of each type will 
be d..s('ribed in the order. 
(1) MgO typ .. 

Micrographs of pure and doped MgO taken 
during irradiation at various tellperatures with 
various 160fJ (1000 keV) electron flux..s show 
the rapid nucleation and the subsequent growth 
of 1/2 <101>{IOI) interstitial dislocation 
loops. The ar..a density of dislocation loops in 
wpdge-shap..d specimens was 掴easur
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!'.tvi> r be migration energies of inl erst i t ials and 
vacancies. The growth rate of each loop was 
measured as a funct ion of T gives 
Ci.2510.27) x 10 .1 (2.0.1*0.17 eV) as the 
migration energy of slower vacancies in pure 
Mi;0 [fi,7i. The growth rate of loops around thin 
area where surfaces are dominant sinks* on the 
other hand, is proportional to the displacement 
cross section as shown in Eq. (2), and the 
energy dependence of crowth rate of each loop 
Hives the displacemont threshold energy. A 
wtlue for I he displacement threshold energy at 
11":! K along <001> directions in MgO is given 
to he (I8±13) x 10 • • J (30±8 eV) [7|. 

Eqs. (I) and (2) were originally proposed 
lor describing the kinetic behavior of 
dislocation loops in pure metals |4| and have 
been confirmed to be effeetive for the kinetics 
in concentrated alloys, such as Nb-3.1 at X /.r, 
Kc-7.5 and 14.0 at X Mo and Cu-1.3 and 
4.9 at % Ti [8-101. Experimental results on the 
dependence of C and dD/dt on irradiation 
temperature have been used for getting the 
migration energies of inters!itials and 
vacancies in those alloys from Eqs. (1) and 
(2) (8-l0|. An analogous treatment for the 
kinetics of loops in impure metals gives the 
binding energy of the point defect and the 
impurity. Results on N~ and 0-doped Nb-
3.1 at X ?.r are shown in an original paper [9]. 
(2) TiC type 

Secondly described are the results for the 
TiC type which consists of crystals containing 
high concentration of structural vacancies. 
Examples are TiCi , Nil ,0, FeAli . and others, 
containing x/2 fraction of structural vacancies 
due to non-stoichiometry. In these crystals, 
most of displaced atoms recombine with 
structural vacancies, and the nucleation and 
growth of interstitial ioops might be extremely 
suppressed. If di-interstitials act as stable 
nuclei of loops, the density of loops is 
expressed by 

a « W t / ( « C i ; ) , (3) 
where C ••< is the concentration of structural 
vacancies [7,11). The volume density, G depends 
on irradiation temperature through the mobility 
of intersfitials Hi . The diameter D, on the 
other hand, does not depend on the irradiation 
temperature and it is given by 

0 ' (T0f./fi.-. (4) 
Irradiation with low flux 160 fj (lOOOkeV) 

electrons induces no defect clusters, as 
expected, but high flux irradiation nucleates 
interstitial loops after some incubation 
time. Fig. 2 shows the volume density and the 
average diameter of dislocation loops in TiCa.ss 
as a function of irradiation tine after the 
incubation time t.-;. The incubation of 
detectable loops continues till the 

concentration of interstitials reaches a 
saturation level. Both C- and D increase 
linearly with increasing time, and the growth 
rate of loops is independent of irradiation 
temperature, but the volume density is higher 
with the lower irradiation temperature, as 
theoretically expected. Experimental results on 
the flux dependence of C. and D have also 
confirmed the model [7,ll[. Based on the 
experimental results of TiCV .. and Fe-48.6atXAl 
and Ihe theoretical prediction, it is concluded 
that structural vacancies control the nucleation 
and growth process of ioops and are extremely 
effective to suppress the nucleation and growth 
of loops. TiC: . irradiated with fission 
neutrons in Joyo (Fast Breeder Testing Reactor 
in Japan) shows no voids and relatively low 
density of loops or dislocations up to 1-
9 x 10 ' n/m- at 673, 773 and 873 K. In TiC 
type crystals, the size of nuclei of loops is 
same as in the MgO type, but the kinetic process 
of loops is much different through the 
structural vacancy. 
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Fig. 2. Time dependence of the volume 
density and the diameter of dislocation 
loops in TiCo.ss irradiated with a 160 fj 
(1000 keV) electron flux of 1.9 x 10-'' 
e/m!'s, where t, •,.- is the incubation time 
depending on irradiation temperatures 
which are shown in the figure. (After 
Kinoshita and Naka: [7]) 

(3) MgAl20« type 
Irradiation with 160 fj (1000 keV) 

electrons induces no microstructural evolution 
in HgAhOa up to the fluence level of 10?7 e/m2 , 
except production of 7-alumina at temperatures 
above 1190 K [2]. The results can be easily 
understood because displaced atoms frequently 
recombine with structural vacancies in MgAl=0j 
and they have less ohance to nucleate 
interstitial clusters. Irradiation with 0.96 fj 
(30 keV) Ar- ions, on the other hand, induces 
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f~ I、ρthf' mIl!rat ion pnf"r耳 i f"~ of in1prsti1 ials and 
、H("atwi P....， Th.. 耳ro"th n:lt p ()f ~a('h luop was 
m，・asul'pd as a fun(.t ion uf T 宮i，o'eos
<:1. 2:，三0.27' • 10 J (2.0J全0.11pV) as thp 
ml~J'at lon PJH'r日y of ~ 10切"1'、aeaOei ("S i n purp 
'h:O 16.71. n"，月r'{)wthratp of loops around thin 
は『中指 ‘，1，・'r'p 、 ur' f' a('p~ art' dnminant sinks~ on th~ 
ot h('f' hand. j句 proportim!a I 10 thl' riisp1a('p・"nl
'TO"S s，，('1 ion as shown in Eq. (2)， and thp 
川1I' r~y dpppmh盲'11'(' of p，'owl h ral" of' paeh loop 
!~ 1、v、 1 hド di 予言pI a('..m"" t t h rpsho 1 c/ pnprgy. A 
、:llru・1'0'・，hl' djsp];J('PIDPJlt t ht'pshold f"hprgy al 
I Ji:l且 alon日〈日01> di ，'P(・tIUII弓 inMgO is giv..n 
10 ，，，， {48主13}x 10 ・ .1(30主8pV) [71. 

f.qs. (1) and (2) "'Pl'.. originalIy propospd 
1'0" dps，.，.ibirrg 1/1<' kin"tjc' bphavior of 
diち I，waliorr 1001'S irr purp mplals 141 arrd havp 
hPPI1 ('onfi rmpd t 0 hf' pff("('t ivf' for Ulf' kinpt iC'・S
in ('oJ1I'pnl ralpd nJ 1030'S. ぉUf'has Nb-:l.1 at % Zr， 
F ，，-7 . 5 and 14 .0 a 1 % Mo and Cu-1. 3 and 

4.9 al % Ti [8-101. Expprimpnl.al rpsults on the 
dpppndplJ('p 01' C and dD/dt on irl'adiation 
IpmpP，'alu，'p havf' bppn USf'd for gplting the 
m i ~rat i on f"nf'f"日ips 01' inlerstilials and 
V削 alH')pち in t.ho町、 alloys from Eqs. (1) and 
(2) (8..10 1. An analogous tl'patment for thp 

kinpI i"s o/' 1001'S i1l illpurp mptals gives the 
hinding enprgy of lhp point defecl and thp 
impurity. Rpsults on N‘ and O-doped Nb-
3.1 al % ZI' arp show1l in an original paper [9J. 
(2) TiC lypp 

Sec-ond 1 y descr i bed al'e the resu 1 ts for lhe 
rj(' lype which c-onsists 01' cl'ystals containing 
h j gh C'oncpntrat ion of structul'al vacancies. 
E先制nplesarp TiC、" Ni" ， 0， FeA)，一回 Ilnd others， 
('011¥ a i 11 i ng xl2 fraction 01' struclural vllcancies 
dup 10 non-stoichiometry. In these crystals， 
m05t of displaced atoms recombine with 
slruC'lural vllC'ancies， and the nucleation and 
耳rowthof inlprstitial loops lIight be extremely 
別 Ippressed. 1 f di-intersti tials act as stable 
lIueJei of loops， thp density 01' loops is 
，>xpressed by 

C. a (σφ)εt/(MGo')， 
"hprp G" is the concentration of structurlll 
vaC'anC' i ps [7，11]. The vo 1 ume dens i ty， a depends 
on irradialion lempel'lltul'e through the mobility 

of inlel'5t.itials M. The diametel' D， on the 
ot.hE'l' hand， does 1101. depend on lhe i I'radiation 
lpmperalure Ilnd it is given by 

Daσφt!C..、 (4)

1 rradiation 対ith low flux 160 fJ (lOOOkeV) 
..Iectl'ons induces no defect clusters， as 
pxpected， but high flux il'radiation nucleates 
intel'sti tial 100ps aftel' some incubation 
t im... Fig. 2 shows lhe volu町e density and the 
averllge diampter of dislocation loops in TiC.，ち

as 11 funct ion of ir・I'adiation tille after the 

incubation time 炉、 The incubation of 
detectabl" loops continues till the 

(3) 

:J1.'J 

(&on{.Pslrat ion of intprsli t ials reachps a 
satural ion level. 80th (! and 0 ;nel'ease 
1 inparly wi th inerpasing ti.P， 8nd the gl'owth 
ralp of loops is indppendent of irl'adiation 

t..・ppratul'''， but lh.. volu・ed..nsity is higher 
o;ith th.. lo"pr irradiation l .. ・ppratul'p. as 
thpol'plI<"ally pxpeclpd. Experi.pnla1 rpsulls on 
thp flux dependence of a and D ha¥'P also 
('onfil'.吋 thp 即 de1 [7，11 J. Based on thp 

pxperi・pntal r..sulls of Tic， .<  and fp-48.6aUAl 
a'lfl Ihp Ihpor..li('a1 predi('tion， it is concluded 
t.hal stru('tural vacandes cont.rol th" nucleation 
and growth procpss of loops and are e"tre・eJy
effective to suppress the nucJeation and growth 
of loops. TiC". ir・radiated with fission 
nput.rons in Joyo (Fasl Brpedpr Test.ing Reactor 
in Japan) shows no voids unc/ 1'..latively low 
d..nsity of loops or dislocations up to 1-
9 x 10. < nl・al. 673， 773 and 873 K. In TiC 
type crystals， the sizp of nuclei of loops is 

sa." as in the 阿gOtype， but the kinetic pl'ocess 
of 100ps is ・uch diffel'ent through the 
struC'tural vacancy・
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Fig. 2. Ti.e dependence of thp volu.e 

densi ty and the dia・eter of disJocation 
loops in TiC.，，， il'radiated with a 160 fJ 
(1000 keV) electron flux of 1.9 x 10'寺
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depending on irl'adiation temperlltures 
which are shown in the figul'e. (Mtel' 

Kinoshita and Nakae [7J) 
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(3) MgAb 0， type 
Irrlldialion with 160 fJ (1000 keV) 

electrons induces no・icrostructul'al evolulion 
in 阿gAl，0， up to the fluence level of 102司

e/I・
except product ion 0 f y-al um i na a t te・pel'atul'es
above 1190 K [2J. The results can be easily 
undel'stood because displaced ato・s frequently 
recombine wi th slructural vllcancies in MgAlε0， 
and they have I..ss ~hance to nucleate 
interstitial clusters. Irl'adiation with 0.96 fJ 
(30 keV) Ar' ions. on the other、hand，i nduces 



tiny loops which are mostly 1/6 <1I1> 
intfrstiti.il type* in character. However, those 
loops are not stable and disappear during 
illumination with 16, 320 or 160 TJ (100, 200 or 
1000 keV) electrons. The rale of change is 
highor, the lower electron energy is. The 
mechanism of these phenomena is described in a 
separate paper I 12]. 
(4) graphite typp 

Instead of nucleating dislocation loops, 
amorphization is induced at lower temperatures 
in this type of crystals including covalent 
crystals. Details will be described in the next 
section. 

3. IRRADI AT I ON-INDUCED AMORPHIZATION 

]t is well known that many non-metallic 
crystals undergo amorphization under heavy-ion 
irradiation. Naguib and Kelly [13] showed that 
substances having the ionicity of less than 0.47 
anorphized on ion impact, while substances with 
values larger than 0.59 were stable in 
crystalline form. Irradiation with 160 fj 
(1000 keV) electrons also induces amorphous 
phase in covalent crystals such as graphite and 
SiO at low temperatures. In this section 
experimental results, which provide valuable 
insights into the mechanism of irradiation-
induced amorphization, will be shown (14,15]. 

Highly-oriented pyrolytic graphite obtained 
from Union Carbide Co. was used for observations 
of microstructural evolution and convergent bean 
electron diffraction (CBED). Thin sections of 
graphite were irradiated with 16-160 fj (100-
1000 keV) electrons at temperatures from 110 to 
1100 K. Amorphization was observed at 
temperatures below 500 K, where the diffraction 
contrast such as bend contours and thickness 
fringes disappeared and the corresponding 
diffraction pattern gradually changed from a 
spot pattern to a halo one during irradiation. 
The diffraction contrast with black or white 
dots and one with a dendritic form were induced 
by interstitial clusters at temperatures higher 
than 500 K. 

A fluence required for full amorphization 
was determined through the halo pattern typical 
of amorphous, and is defined as the 
arorphization fluence. The amorphization 
fluence is shown in Fig. 3. as a function of 
temperature for irradiation with various fluxes 
of 160 fJ (1000 keV) electrons. The 
amorphization fluence keeps a constant value of 
about 5 x 10 2 6 e/m2 equivalent to M).5 
displacement per atom (dpa) at temperatures 
below 400 K, and increases rapidly with 
increasing irradiation temperature above 400 K. 
The anorphization fluence was also determined at 
300 K as a function of electron energy, and it 

decreases with increasing electron energy; that 
is, the cross section for amorphization 
increases with increasing electron energy, as 
that for elastic collisions does |15). 
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Fig. 3. Tenperature dependence of the 
amorphization fluence of graphite irradiated 
with various 160 fJ (1000 keV) electron 
fluxes. (After Kinoshita ft. at. 114]) 

The amcrphization process was more 
carefully examined during electron irradiation 
through observations of the CBED pattern, high 
resolution electron microscopy (HREM) and 
electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS). The 
CBED patterns were taken from a small region 
irradiated with electrons, and they were 
converted to the lattice constant. The lattice 
constant increases in the early stage of 
irradiation and reaches a saturation value 
UC/&5 x 10 ') at about 1 x 10?« e/m2 (->-l x 
10-3 dpa), where AC/C is the fractional change 
in the lattice constant. Vacancies scarcely 
affect the lattice constant along the c-axis, 
but interstitials and di-interstitial carbon 
(Ca) molecules increase it. The fractional 
change \C/C is expected to be 3.4x for 
interstitials and l.2y for C2 molecules, where x 
and y are respectively the concentrations of 
interstitials and C2 molecules [16]. Therefore, 
~0.15* of isolated interstitials or ~0.1IX of C 2 

molecules are introduced in the matrix after 
irradiation of ~1 x 10-3 dpa. Structure images 
were taken through HREM, under electron 
irradiation. The array of periodical white 
dots becomes irregular and some parts are 
gradually chopped into small blocks and lose 
their periodicity within the fluence of 
1.0 x 10" e/m2 (M x 1 0 2 dpa), though 
diffraction spots remain. Furthermore, the 
variation of vacancies was detected through the 
structure of the K-edge of EELS, or the 
intensities of w* and a* peaks. Irradiation-
induced amorphization of graphite proceeds via 
the processes of an abrupt swelling along the c-
axis within 1 x 10"3 dpa and a gradual 
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I iny 1001'Sωhieh arp OIoslly 1/6 < 111> 
Intpt"st it ial typP in charac.tpr~ UOliP可~'(l r t thosp 

1001'>; ar'p nol stabl.. and disapp .. ar during 
i llull1inat ion刷 ith16， 320 or 160 fJ (100， 2000r 
1000 kpV) elpctrons. The rate of change is 
higher， the lower ..Iedron energy is. The 
mp，・hllnis皿 01" th..se phpno・efla is d(~s(>ribpd in a 
sl'paral.. pappr 112J. 
(4)耳rapl】iI p typP 

Insl.pad of r/Ucleating dislo，'at iOIl 1 oops ， 
a皿ol'phizal ion ぉ inducpd al lower lp・ppratur(l'S
in Ihis I.yp<， 01" {'rystals ineiuding t・ovalpnl
eryslals. lJ..lai Is wi 1I b.. deseribed in thp npxl 

seetion. 

3. IRRADIATION-INDUCED AMORPHIZAT10N 

J t is w..11 known that ・any non-...tallic 
E・r'yslals und..rgo a.orphization und..r heavy-ion 
irradiation. Naguib and Kelly [13] showed that 

subslances having the ionicity of less than 0.41 
a聞orphiz..don ion 四pact，while substances wit.h 
values larger than 0.59 were stable in 
('rys1.all inp form. Irradiation with 160 fJ 
(1000 keV) elpet.rons also induces amorphous 
phasp in coval..nl crystals such as graphite and 

SiC at low te皿peratures. In this section 
experimental results， which provide valuable 
insights int.o the mechanis. of irradiation-
inducPd amorphization， wil1 b.. shown [14，15). 

Highly-oriented pyrolytic graphite obtained 

from Union Carbide Co. was used for observations 
of microstructural evolution and convergent beam 
electron di ffraction (CBED). Thin sections of 
graphit.. were irradiated with 16-160 fJ (100-
1000 keV) electrons at temperatures from 110 to 

1100 K. Amorphization was observed at 
temperatures below 500 K， where the diff.raction 
contrast sUch as bend contours and thickness 
fringes disappeared and the corresponding 
diffraction pattern gradually changed fl'o. a 
5pot pattern to a halo one during irradiation. 

The diffraction contrast with black 01' white 
dots and one with a dendritic forOl were induced 
by interstitial clusters at te圃peratureshigher 
than 500 K. 

A fluence requi red for full a・orphization
was determined through the halo pattern typical 
of amorphous， and is defined as the 
allo rph i za t ion fl uence. The a圃orphization
fluence is shown in Fig. 3. as a function of 
te皿peraturefor irradiation with various tluxes 
of 160 fJ (1000 keV) electrons. The 

amorphization fluence keeps a constant value of 
about 5 x 1026 e/・equivalent to "，0.5 
displace闘ent per ato・(dpa) at te・peratures
below 400 K， a~d increases rapidly with 
increasing irradiation te.perature above 400 K. 
The a圃orphizationfluence was also determined at 
300 K as a function of electron energy， and it 
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is~ t.h(" er唱55 s("('1 ion for a・orpllIzalion 
inc'reases with increasing electron enE'rgy， as 
that for elastic collisions does 115). 
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l'ig. 3. Temperature dependence of the 

a・orphizat.ionfluence of graphite irradiated 
with various 160 fJ (1000 keV) electron 
flux..s. (After Kinoshita pt.81. (14J) 

Thp a・orphization process was ・01'.. 

carefully exa・ined during eleclron irradiation 
through observations of the CBED pattern， high 
resolution electron ・icroscopy (HREM) and 
electron enel'gy loss spectroscopy (EELS). ThE' 

CBED patterns were taken fro" a s.all region 
irradiated with electrons， and they wer .. 
converted to the lattice constant. The latticE' 

constant increases in the early stage of 
irradiation and reaches a saturation valu .. 
uαa.5 x 10・3) at about 1 x 102' e/m2 (、1x 
10-3 dpa) ， where aC/C is the fractional change 
in the lattice constant. Vacancies scarcely 
affect the lattice constant along the c-ru.:is， 
but interstitials and di-interstitial carbon 
(Cε} ・olecules increase it. The fractional 
change aC/C is expected to be 3.4x for 

interstitials and 1.2y for C2・olecules，where x 
and y al'e respectively the concenLrations of 

inLerstiLials and C2・olecules(16). Therefore， 
"'0.15% of isolated interstitials 01' '、O.il% of C2 

・olecules are introduced in the ・aLrix after 
i rradiation of 句 1x 10-' dpa. Structure i.ages 

were taken through HREM， unrler electron 
irradiation. The array of periodical white 
dots beco・es irregular and so・l' pal'ts are 
gradual1y chopped into s・a11 blocks and lose 
their periodicity within the fluence of 
1.0 X I02S 1'/1・，2 ("'1 x 10-2 dpal， though 

diffraction spots remain. Furthermore， the 
variation of vacancies was detected through the 
structure of the K-edge of EELS， or the 
intensities of tr* and u* peaks. Irradiation-
induced a・orphization of graphite proceeds via 
the processes of an abrupt swelling along the c-
axis within 1 x 10-' dpa and a gradual 
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imreas,- uf vacancy i-oni-enl ral ion up to 0.5 dpa 
al whiih amorph i zat itm is c-omplct rti. 

The primary defects in graphite1 created by 
electron irradiation arc isolated Fro.^kel pairs, 
and may induce the amorphization. According to 
Iwata's s>stcmatic- works [I7|, lioKcvpr, ('. 
molecules are formed near 100 K ami they Migrate 
to torra their clusters above 160 K. Therefore, 
it is concluded thai some of displaced carbon 
atoms agiire^ate to form (' molecules and/or 
their clusters under irradiation at lower 
temperatures than 500 K and induce spelling 
aJom; the c-a>is. Hifjh concentrations of C 
molecules and/or their clusters induce a strain 
and fade the periodical structure image at ~I x 
10 dpa. A variety of topological structures 
on conf itiurnt ions of (' molecules and vacancies 
presumably play an important role for relaxing 
the si rain t o i tuluce amorphous. 

•1. HAD I AT I ON-INDUCED CHEMICAL DISORDERING 

In atomic displacement processes, 
replacement collision sequences play an 
important role as a medium for transporting 
energy and mass through crystalline 
materials. Most of t he Misplacements occur via 
Hie replacement, collision sequences, leaving the 
vacancy at the beginning of the sequence and 
deposiling the excess atom as an interst it.ial at 
the end of the sequence. When superlattice 
alloys such as FeAI and Ni Al are irradiated 
with high energy particles at low temperatures, 
where interst i tials and vacancies are immobile, 
the displacement and/or replacement collisions 
art* accompanied by chemical disordering. Two 
chemical disordering mechanisms involve: (1) 
replacement collisions along mixed atom 
rows; and 12) the recombination of displaced 
atoms with vacancies on the "wrong" subjattice. 

The HVKM has been used for measuring the 
change in long-range order parameter S of alloys 
during electron irradiation, and results have 
been discussed in terms of the chemical ordering 
and/or disordering mechanisms. However, the 
superlattice intensity method has mostly been 
used for measuring S, which is the electron 
microscopy analogue of the classical X-ray 
method [IB]. This method is very convenient to 
use, but dynamical electron diffraction effects 
produce serious ambiguities in experimental 
data. Kinoshita el al. I 19], on the other hand, 
proposed a method of determining S from the 
measurements of thickness fringes in electron 
micrographr,. They applied it to clarifying the 
dominant mechanism for electron irradiation-
induced chemical disordering of Fe-48.6at.%A1 
which has B2-type superlattice and a high 
concentration of structural vacancies [20,21]. 
The extinction distance of the 100 superlattice 

reriect ion of Kc-48.6at5!AI al the exact 200 
Bragg position depends more strongly on S as the 
electron energy increases. The relative 
positions of the thickness fringes in 100 and 
200 dark-field micrographs taken at the exact 
200 Bragg condition were related to S by the 
many-beam dynamical theory with an appropriate 
choice of atomic scattering factors based on the 
experimental results. The variation under 
irradiation was measured for irradiation along 
directions near <I00> and <110> with electrons 
of energy 40-200 M (250-1250 keV) at room 
temperature. The values of -V decrease with 
irradiation time r, and follow the equation 

S = & exp <-«J>f), (5) 
where & is the initial value of S, K the 
chemical disordering cross-section which can be 
expressed in units of barns and 0 the electron 
flux. The values of K increase with increasing 
energy of electrons and are independent of 
irradiation directions. Equation (5) is also 
supported by theoretica' predictions based on 
disordering mechanisms (1) and (2). With the 
use of the electron-atom collision theory the 
theoretical cross-section K based on mechanism 
(1) depends strongly on irradiation direction, 
which is not shown by the experimental 
results. The successful application of 
mechanism (2) to the results suggests that 
recombination of displaced atoms with vacancies 
on the "wrong" su lattice is the dominant 
process for disordering in Fe-48.8at%Al alloy, 
which contains a high concentration of 
structural vacancies. 

5. RADIATION-INDUCED PRECIPITATION AND SP1 NODAL 
DECOMPOSITION 

The effects of electron irradiation on 
phase stability have been extensively studied in 
alloys, where displacements are solely due to 
direct displacement, not only because of 
scientific interest, but also for the assessment 
of nuclear materials. Two types of radiation-
induced precipitation have been found in many 
systems, and a number of mechanisms have been 
suggested to explain these phenomena. One is 
inhomogeneous precipitation around point defect 
sinks [22]. This type of radiation-induced 
precipitation has been successfully interpreted 
as resulting from the accumulation of solute 
atoms that have drifted toward defect sinks or 
tli? matrix. The other is homogeneous in the 
form of coherent or incoherent precipitates. A 
brief introduction to new phenomena and possible 
mechanisms of homogeneous radiation-induced 
phase transformation is given here [23-29). 

Electron irradiation induces r and/or r* 
phases in Cu-1.2atXBe alloy above the solvus 
temperature (>573 K) where fee single-phase is 
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Iru"n'礼、いけ 1 、 a(";UH"~‘。flf'l ・ n1 ra( ion up to 0.5 dpa 
at 1ootllc"b amor"phJzat iOl1 j、('ompl(.tpd.

I'hド prj mar'y dpf(刊 I、，n耳r'aphi t (' c-r.:"aled hy 

..1判 .tF"lJO irTadiat ion a，'p isoJah-d "~rf"、k l> l pairs， 
arul ma，y Iruhu'p ttw Hlllurphizaf iOfl. AC'C'ording to 
J 1ooa1 a'~. 可、 I t'mat J('叩，"k.. 1171. hm;('"pr， (" 
mυl ド("lIff昔、 a('('for'mpd rWi!r 100 K ;urd thp，Y・igratp
tll fo，.m thpIr' ("Iu ち t(.t'~ :Lt川、p 160 K. Thpr..fu'"，'， 
it I:<-. ('orwl山 1，・d t hat ~Hmflo ()f d j s!>}a('，.d ("arbon 

a10m、"日巳f'(l ~alp to f"ol'm 【 田ulpl"lllps and/or 
t tH"i r' c"lu、lpr・!') lJlujpr ifT.adiat iOs at lowf"r 
t ('mpPf'at un、、 than 500臥 and i Ildu('p S"-iP 11 i ng 
;1 JO/H! fhp ，品、 3、 lli月h ('()f1('PI11 I'al ions of C 
mol刊，，1..、arul/of' thc"ir ('justpl"'S Indu('f" a :<il..-ain 

;HuJ f;j(Jp Ihp EJPl'iodi('al slr'uc.'urp i.agf> al .....1 x 

10 <lpa" ，¥、a，"ipt y "f 10pologiC"al st rlll"turps 
on ("onf"i耳111';:ミtions of r molpf'ulps and首a('an('lrS

P' い~lImably play an impor'tant 1'01，" rOl' r'plaxing 
ttu・、1nt.in to indw'p am(u'(Jhous. 

。1. RADÎTION-INDucm CllEIUCAL DISORDE凪ING

ln atomi(' displacp園。nt pro('C'ssps， 
r'pplac中 mpnt ('011 ision spqupn('e:-; play an 

im!，ortant '"01.. as " mpdium for transporting 
p r![l r・ ~y afld mllss t hrough C"ryst.a II i fl(' 

mafp ，. ial~，叫osl 01' thp 'lisplaιT・pntso['cur via 
thp ，"pplaepmpnl. ("oll ision sequeneps. Ipaving lhe 
va，"an<"y at t.hp bpgi nfl i ng of the sequl.'ncl.' afld 
d"posit In日t.h.:)P){('P:':iS atom as an inlrrst i 1.ial at 

I h，' (，fld of t hl' sPqflPIf{"P. Whl'll superlat.licp 
alloy" slfeh as FpAI alld Si AI a，"p irradialed 
with high puprgy partj(']ps at 10ωtE'・peratures，
whprp inlprstit.ials and va(~an('"ies are- i.・obile，
thp displaepmpnt. and/or rl.'placl.'mpnt collisions 

arp a【1・ompan.pd by ehp聞i<"al disordpring. Two 

ch(¥m i ('al d i sor'upr i n耳 mpt・hanisms involve: (1) 

，"ppla("pmpflt ("011 isions along ・ixpd atoll 
I'OWぉ anrl (2) thp ."p("ombinalion 01' displaeed 
atoms前 ithva('arwjps on the "wrong" subJatth'p. 

Thp tr!E同 has bl.'pn uspd for ・I.'asuring the 
ehangp in long-range ordpr paralll.'ter 50f alJoys 

during plpetron irradiation， and results have 

bppn disclfsspd in II.'l"ms of thp ehpmieal ordering 

and/ot' disordering meehanisms. However， the 
supprlat ticp int..nsi ty mE'thod has 聞ost1y beE'n 
uspd rur mpasuring 05， which is the electron 

mieroseopy analogue of the classical X-ray 

mpt.hod [IB [" This mpthod is vpry conveniE'nt lo 

USP， but dynamical plee!.ron di ffraction effects 
p，"oduep sprious ambiguities in pxperillental 
daLa. Kinoshita pt. ，，1. 119]， on the othpr hand， 
proposed a method of dE'tprllining 5 froa the 

mE'asurPIIPnts of thi('knpss fringes in electron 

mierographc，. They appl ied i t to clarifying the 
dominant mp{'hanisll for ..Iectron irradiation-
indul"pd eh..回 ical disordpring of Fe-4B.6al.%̂1 
whkh has B2-typ<， superlatticp and a high 

eoneentration of structural vacancil.'s [20，21]. 
Thp pxtinet.ion distance of the 100 supE'rlattice 
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irradialion tiap t， and follow the equation 
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whpre s" is the ini tial value of 5， K the 
l"hp・ical disordering cross-section which can be 
"xprpsspd in unIts of barns and φthl.' electron 
flux. 1h(' valul.'s of K increase wi th incr.テasing

pnergy of plectrons and are independent of 

irradiation direetions. Equation (5) is also 

supported by theoretica 1 predictions based on 

disordering ・echani~as (1' ~nd (2). With the 
us<， of thp electron-atOIl col1 ision theory the 

theo問 tI<"al cross-section K based on ・eehanisa
Cl) depends strongly on irradiation direction， 
which is not. shown by the expE'riaental 

results. The successful application of 
・pchanisll (2) to the results suggests that 
(.~CO・bination of displacpd atolls wi th vacancies 

on thp "wrong" su:.:attice is the do・inant
procpss for disordering in fe-48.6aO:̂1 alloy， 
which contains a high concentration of 
structural vacancies. 

5. 且ADIATJOH-INOOCEDPRECIPITATIOH AND SPI附lDAL

DEαlMI喧lSlTION

TTe effecls of electron irradiation on 
phasp sl.ability have bE'en extensively studied in 
alloys， where displace.ents are solply due to 

direct displace.E'nt， not only because of 

scipntific interest， but also for the assess.ent 
of nuclear .aterials. Two types of radiation-

induced prl.'cipi tation have been found in・any
syst.ems， and a nu.ber of 皿echanislls have been 
suggested to explain these pheno..ena. One is 

inho・ogeneousprecipitation around point defect 

sinks [22]. This type of radiation-induced 

preeipitation has been successfully interpreted 

as resulting fro鴎 the accu・ulation of solute 
atolls tliat have dri fted toward defE'ct sinks or 
th今 aatrix. The other is ho・ogeneous in the 

form of coherent 01' incoherent precipitates. ^ 

brief introduction to new pheno・enaand possible 
鴎echaniSlls of ho・ogeneous radiation-induced 
phase transfor・ationis given here [23-29). 

Electron irradiation induces y and/or y' 

phases in Cu-J.2at%Be alloy above the solvus 

te圃perature (>573 K) wherE' fcc single-phase is 
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expected in the phase diagraa. The radiation-
induced precipitation is observed at higher 
temperatures as the electron flux 0 is 
increased. The nucleation of precipitates is 
complete within 100 s froa the beginning of 
irradiation, and the density stays constant for 
increasing irradiation tine t. The saturated 
density of precipitates fi is proportional to 
<i>' - , and the size of precipitates & reaches a 
plateau with t after linear growth in the early 
period, t< ts , of the irradiation. The value of 
tc increases with increasing 0 and irradiation 
temperature T. 

In aCu-Be alloys Be atoas fora stable nixed 
dumbbell interstitials (MDI). On the assuaption 
that a pair of MDI (di-MDI) and/or a coaplex of 
an impurity and the di-MDI act as a nucleation 
site for the precipitate and the growth of 
precipitates is due to the flow of MDIs into 
them, the behavior of precipitates, which ,s 
analogous to the nucleation and growth aodel for 
interstitial loops in aetals, is understood. 

Electron irradiation also int'uees a 
modulated structure in Fe-7.5atXMo, Fe-
M.OaUMo, Cu-47.0atXNi, Au-20.0atXNi, Au-
30.0at%Ni, Au-70.0a«Ni, and Au-80.0atSNi alloys 
even at temperatures higher than the spinodal 
temperature of each alloy [25-29]. The 
wavelength of the nodulated structure \ remains 
constant for increasing irradiation tiae after 
rapid formation of the aodulated structure. 
Such kinetic behavior, according the Cahn-
Hilliard theory [30], suggests a aodulated 
structure being induced by spinodal 
decomposition. The Cahn-Hilliard theory gives 
the wave number of modulated structure p. 
(=27rA) in terms of the spinodal temperature 
n as 

0.- " iT-%), (6) 
where T is the annealing temperature. If 
eq. (6) holds for spinodal decomposition 
under irradiation, a plot of observed 0.2 

versus T, which is irradiation temperature 
in this case, should be linear and 
intersect the T'-axis at TV. The value 
of T, under irradiation, for each alloy 
which is defined as T, •' • , increases with 
increasing electron flux 0. The maximum 
spinodal temperatures with respect to <j> 
are plotted on the Au-Ni phase diagram 
(Fig. 4), as an example of the alloy systems 
examined. The result of Fig. 4 directly 
suggests the inducement of spinodal 
decomposition up to the chemical spinodal 
temperature. This tends to confira that 
relaxation of the coherent strain 
associated with the modulated structure 
expands the spinodal region, and that 
electron irradiation relaxes the coherent 
strain. 
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Fig. 4. The Au-Ni phase diagram showing 
the aaxiaus values of spinodal tenperatures 
ur.i'er 160 f.l (1000 keV) electron irradiation 
(0) at a flux of ~5 x 10" e/Vs. The 
values are in good agreeaent with the 
cheaical spinoda) teaperatures within 
the error limits. (After Nakai and 
Kinoshita [2711 

It is then instructive to exaaine the 
variation of lattice sites in the modulated 
structure caused by irradiation. The 
information of the lattice strain allows an 
investigation of the behavior of point 
defects. Lattice arrangement of the modulated 
structure during irradiation is studied through 
high-resolution electron aicroscopy. Atom 
and/or lattice displacement is expected by the 
relaxation of the coherent strain undev 
irradiation. Multi-beam lattice images were 
taken from an identical area of the Au-70atXNi 
specimen during 64 fj (400 keV) electron 
irradiation at. rooa temperature. Under 64 fj 
(400 keV) electron irradiation, the production 
rate of point defects is not so high enough that 
the wavelength, \o, of the original modulated 
structure hardly varies. On the other hand, the 
fluctuation of (200) interplanar spacing against 
the distance clearly diminishes as increasing 
irradiation time, resulting in the interplanar 
spacing getting close to be constant. The 
striations corresponding to the composition 
modulation still remains even after 
disappearance of the phase modulation. The 
result suggests that modulation of lattice sites 
reduces in spite of the existence of coaposition 
modulation under irradiation. The relaxation of 
the coherent strain associated with the 
aodulated structure occurs without destruction 
of coherency between atoms through the alternate 
accuaulation of inteistitials and vacancies with 
a periodicity of >e into expansive and 
coapressive regions, respectively (28]. 
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pxpp!'tpd in tht' phasp diagra.. The radi，.tion-
indu!，pd prpdpitation is obsprvpd at bighpr 

"'mp..ralur..s as the I'-I..ctron fluxφis 
i 1I!'rl'aspd. Thp nuelpat ion of prpcipitates is 
('()悶plp!.p within 100 s fro. the b..ginning of 
irradial ion. and thp density "tays constant for 
i，wrpusing irradiation li.p t. Thp sal.uratpd 
dpnsi ty of prpeIpitalps a is proportional 1.0 

φ・ー.and thp sizp of precipitatps 品 ....achpsa 
plat..au with t. after 1 in..ar growth in the ..arly 
p..riod， t~t~ ， of th.. irradiation. Th.. valu.. of 
~ Incrpases wlth increasingφand i rradiation 
tpmppraturp T. 

In aCu-Bp alloys S.. ato・sfor. stable踊ix..d
dUllbb..11 interst.i tials (!oIDJ). On the assu・ption
that a pair of MDI (dト阿DI)and/or a co・plexof 
an impuri ty and th.. di-MDl act as a nudeation 
sil.. for th.. prpcipitatp and thp growth of 
prpcipitatps is dup to the flow of MDIs into 
thpm， th.. b..havior of precipi tates， which .s 
analogous 1.0 thp nucleation and growth 1II0del for 
int..rslitial )oops in・etals，is unders~"，od. 

Elpctron irradiation also int'uces a 
modulated slructure in F..-7.5at%Ho. F..-

14.0atXMo. Cu-47.0at%Ni. Au-20.0at%Ni. Au-
30.0al%Ni， Au-70.0at%Ni， and Au-80.0atX~i alloys 
evpn at te田ppratur..s h igh..r than th.. spinodal 
t..mperature of each alloy [25-29). The 
wavelength of lh.. lIodulated structure λre聞ains
constant for incr..asing irradiation ti... after 

rapid formation of the 1II0dulated structure. 
Such kinetie bebavior. according the Cahn-
Hilliard theory [30). suggests a ・odulated
struC'tur.. b..ing induced by spinodal 
d..C'omposi lion. The Cahn-Hilliard th..ory gives 
the wave number of lIIodulated structure (J. 

(三2π/λin terms of the spinodal te・perature
Ts as 

βr牛巴 (T-T，)， (6) 

wherp T is the annealing te・perature. If 
eq. (6) holds for spinodal deco・position
under irradiation， a plot of observed {J園2
versus T. which is irradiation te・perature
in this case. should be lin..ar and 
intersect the T-axis at T.. The value 
of T. under irradiation. for each alloy 
which is defined as Ts"'， increases with 

increasing electron flux 申 The lIIaxiaua 
spinodal temperatures with respect to 中

are plotted on the Au-Ni phase diagra. 
(Fig. 4)， as an exallple of the alloy syst..ms 
examined. The resuJt of Fig. 4 directly 
suggests the inducement of spinodal 

decomposi tion up to the chemical spinodal 
temperature. This tends to confira that 
relaxation of the coherent strain 
associated 
expands 
electron 

strain. 

with the 1I0dulated structure 
the spinodal region. and that 

irradiation relaxes the coherent 
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(0) al a flux of --5 x 10" e/.， s. The 
values ar.. in good agreellent with toe 
che・ical spinodal tellp..ratures wil~in 
the error li~its. (Afler Nakai and 

Kinoshita [27¥1 

It is then instructive to exa.ine the 
variation of lattice sitps ip the ・odulated
structure c8'!sed by irradiation. Thp 
infor・ation of the lattice strain allows an 
investig6tion of the behavior of point 

defects. Lattice arrangeaent of the ・m.lulated
structure during irradiation is studied through 
high-resolution electron ・icroscopy. AtOD1 
and/or lattice displacea~nt is expected :"y the 
relaxation of the coherent strain undeγ 

irradiation. Hulti-bea・lattice illages were 
taken (roll an identical area of the Au-70at%Ni 
speci・en during ~4 fJ (400 keV) electron 
irradiation al. roo. te・peratur・e. Under 64 fJ 
(4')0 keV) electron irradiation. the production 

rate of point defects is not so high enough that 

the wavelength，λ.. of the original ・odulated
structure hardly varIes. On the other hand. tbe 
fluctuatinn of (200) interplanar spacing against 
the distance clearly dilllinishes as i""reasiilE 
i r・radiation ti.... resulting in the inter;>lanar 

spacing getting close to be constaut. The 

striations corresponding to the 1'0・position・odulation sti 11 re・ains even after 
disapp..arance of the phase D1odulation. The 
result suggests that ・odulationof lattice sites 
reduces in spite of tTe existence of co・position・odulationunder irradiιtion. The relaxation of 
the coherent strain ass心ciated with the ・odulated structure occurs .ithout destruction 
of coherency between atoms through the alternate 
accu.ulation of intelstitials and vacancies wjth 

a periodicity of A. into ~xpallsive and 
co.pressive regions. respectively (28). 



In order to get information about the 
distribution of point defects in the modulated 
structure, nucleation sites of loops were 
examined through weak-beam electron microscopy. 
The nucleation of small interstitial loops of 
less than 2 nm in diameter occurs in rows at a 
regular interval. The interval between the rows 
coincides with the wavelength recognized in the 
induced modulated structure [29|. The periodical 
nucleation of interstitial loops reflects the 
periodical distribution of interstitial 
concentration, and supports the relaxation 
mechanism of the coherent strain. 

6. ACCUMULATION AND ANNIHILATION PROCESSES OF 
CASCADKS IN METALLIC AND NON-METALLIC 
CRYSTALS UNDER IRRADIATION WITH IONS AND 
ELECTRONS 

Dual-bean irradiation and simultaneous 
observation with heavy ions and fast electrons 
have been performed in the HVEM-Accelerator 
Facility. The objectives of this study are to 
understand the structure and the accumulation 
process of cascade damages and to get an insight 
into the synergistic effect of electronic 
excitation and/or Tree point defects on the 
behavior of cascade damages. 

The HVEM-Accelerator Facility at KU is 
comprised of a 1250 kV HVEH (JEM-1250), an ion 
accelerator (Origin Electric Co. Ltd.) and an 
imaging system. Magnified electron microscopic 
images are observed on a TV monitor and recorded 
with a VTR during single- or dual-beam 
irradiation. The time and space resolution of 
images is respectively 1/30 s and 1.5 na on the 
TV monitor [31-33]. 

Metallic and non-metallic crystals, such as 
Cu, graphite, SiC, Si, Ge, Ge-20atXSi, MgO, 
oAljOi and MgAhOa were irradiated with 4.8 fJ 
Xe- (30 keV) ions and 40 or 160 fJ (250 or 
1000 keV) electrons. Tiny defect clusters were 
observed in Cu, Si, Ge and Ge-20atXSi and 
increased in their number within a few seconds. 
Most, of them were of vacancy-type clusters. A 
cascade may be thought, of a vacancy-rich core 
surrounded by high concentration of 
interstitiais. Therefore, tiny defect clusters 
formed at the beginning of ion-irradiation are 
corresponding to vacancy-rich cores. In MgO, 
aAlsOs and MgAbOe, any clusters corresponding 
to individual cascades were not observed within 
a few tens of seconds, but dot-contrasts, 
presumably due to interstitial dislocation 
loops, appeared after irradiation to a higher 
fluence level. In those crystals, vacancy-rich 
cores are not stable enough to induce distinct 
contrast, but interstitial loops appear through 
the nucleation and growth process. 

The time evolution of the area density of 

individual contrast. £ is shown in Fig. 5 for 
C'J irradiated with a 4.8 fJ (30 keV) ion flux or 
1.1 x I0 : ; ions/a-s and three kinds of electron 
fluxes 13)), and in Fig. 6 for non-metallic-
crystals 132). 
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Fig. 5. The density N of cascades in 
copper plotted against irradiation time 
during dual-beam irradiation with 4.8 fJ 
(30 keV) Xe- ions and various electron 
fluxes. Here, P is the production rale 
of cascades. (After Kinoshita et al. 133)) 

Irradiation time (s) 

Fig. 6. Variation of the area density of 
visible vacancy clusters, N, per production 
rate of cascades, P, in Si, Ge and 
Ge-20at.*Si, and that of visible 
interstitial loops, N, in AI2O; , MgO and 
MgAhOa per ion flux under 
with 4.8 fJ (30 keV) Xe- ions 
(250 keV) or 160 fJ (1000 keV) 
(After Kinoshita et a/. [33)) 

irradiation 
and 40 fJ 
electrons. 

In those figures, N/P, P being the production 
rate of cascades, is plotted as a function of 
irradiation time. The dual-beam irradiation of 
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In order to get infor・ation about lhe 
distribut ion of point defe(.ts in the ・odulated
51 ruel urp， nudeal ion 5i tps of !OOpS "ere 
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Tl... nudpation of s.all inlerstitia! loops of 
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induced ・odu!atedstructure [291. The peri(刈ical
nud..at.ion of interst i t ial !oops reflects the 
periodical distribution of interslitial 
eoncl'ntration. and sUPJl!lrts th.. r"laxalion 
....，.lIa，，;sll of thl' eoh..renl sirain. 

6. ACCUMULAT!ON AND AHNIHILATION PROCI!SSES OF 
CASCADI!S IN MI!TALLIC AHD NON-MI!TALLIC 
CRYSTALS UNDER IRRADIATION WI官I10輔SAHD 
ELI!c:I'RONS 

DuaJ-beam irradiation and si・ultaneous
observation with heavy ions and fast "lectrons 
have been perfor.ed in th" HVEM-Acce!erator 
Faci! i ty・ Theobjectives of this study are to 
understand the 5t ructure and the accuaulation 
process of cascad" da.ages and to get an insight 
into thl' synergistic effecl of electronic 
exc i talion and/or free point defects on the 
bl'havior of cascade da・ages.

Thl' IIVI!M-Accelerator Facility at KU is 
e・o・prispdof a 1250 kV IIVEM (JEM-1250). an lon 
accelerator (Origin Elect.ric Co. Ltd.) aml an 
i回agingsysle.. Magni fied electron・icroscopic
l・agesare observed on a TV .onitor and recorded 
wi th a YTR during single- or dual-beam 
irradiation. The ti.e and space resolution of 
i・ag..sis respectively 1/30 s and 1.5 m・onthe 
TV .onitor [31・331.

Mela1lic and non-.etallic crystals， such as 
Cu. graphite. SiC. Si. Ge， Ge-20at%Si， HgO， 
αA!，O， and MgAI，O， were irradiated with 4.8 fJ 
Xe' (30 keV) ions and 40 or ]60 fJ (250 or 
1000 keV) electrons. Tiny defect clusters Were 
observed in Cu. Si， Ge and Ge欄 20atXSi and 
increased in their nu.ber within a few seconds. 
Most of the周 were01" vacancy-type clusters. A 
cascade lIIay be thought of a vacancy-rich core 
surrounded by high concentration of 
interstitials. Therefore， tiny aefect clusters 
formed at the beginning of ion-irradiation are 
corresponding to vacancy-rich cores. ln MgO， 
aAbO， and MgAbO， ， any clusters corresponding 
to individual cascades were not observed within 
a few tens of seconds. but dot-contrasts， 
presulllably due to interstitial dislocation 
loops. appeared after ir・radiation to a higher 
fluence level. In those crystals. vacancy-rich 
cores are not stable enough to induce distinct 
contrast， but interstitial loops appear through 
lhe nueleation and growth process. 

The ti掴eevolution of the area density of 
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Fig. 6. Variation of thp area densi ty of 
visible vacancy clusters. N. per production 
rate of cascades， P， in Si. Ge and 
Ge-20at.%Si. and that of visib1e 
interstitial loops， N， in AI，O， ， MgO and 
MgA120. per ion flux under irradiation 
with 4.8 fJ (30 keV) Xe' ions and 40 fJ 
(250 keV) or 160 fJ (1000 keY) e]ectrons. 
(After Kinoshita et al. (331) 

Jn those figures. N/P， P being the production 
rate of cascades， is plotted as a function of 
irradiation ti・e. The dua1-bea・irradiatiosof 



Cu gives linear nucleation rate followed by 
slower formation rate eventually leading to 
saturation. The saturation value is the lower 
at the higher energy f\nd flux of electrons which 
induce free point defects. A kinetic equation 
for describing the tiae evolution of cascades, 
which takes free point defects into account, was 
proposed [31| and gives the curves in Fig. 5. In 
the cases of Si, Ge and Ge-20atZSi, the iiest 
fitting of the equation to the experimental 
results is seen under conditions that aost of 
cascades are invisible and converted into 
visible ones by the iapact fron other 
cascades [321. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

Energetic particles induce point defect 
clustering and cheaical disoredering. In some 
cases, they also induce phase transformations, 
such as precipitation, spincdal decomposition 
and aaorphization. It is concluded through our 
studies that electron microscopy is extreaely 
useful for getting the conclusive mechanisms of 
those radiation-induced phenomena. 

The HVEM-Accelerator Facility is also 
useful for getting the following conclusive 
renarks on the behavior of cascades [33,34]; (1) 
Cascade damages are directly produced without 
the help from other cascades in Cu, (2) Host of 
cascade damages in Si, Ge and Ge-20atXSi are 
invisible and converted into visible ones by the 
impact from other cascades, (3) No visible 
cascade damages are formed in covalent crystals 
with light masses such as graphite and SiC and 
in ionic crystals such as MgO, «Al>Os and 
MgAbOa, and (4) Free interstitials suppress the 
tine evolution of visible cascade damages in 
metallic and non-metallic crystals. 

This review was originally published in J. 
Electron Microscopy [351. 
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Cu 耳iv"s 1 in"a. nu...."al ion rat.. followl'd by 
弓 loo;"r for・alion rate ev..ntuall} leading 10 
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thosp radiation-induced phenoaena. 

Thp HVEM-Accplerator Facility is also 
uspful for gptling the following conclusive 
remarks on thp behavior of cascades (33，341; (1】

Cascadp da田ages are directly produced without 
th.. hpJp fro. othpr ca5cades in Cu， (2) Most of 
caseadp daaages in 5i， Ge and Ge・20at%5i arp 
invi5ible and converted into visible ones by the 
impact fl"OIl1 other cascades， (3) No visiblp 
cascade daaages are for・edin covalent crystals 
with light・ass"ssuch as graphite and SiC and 
in ionic crystals such as MgO， αAhO， and 
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...tallic and non-metallic cryslals. 
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